WINE LIST
Wine
White:
Ca di Ponti Grillo
Italy
G £4.75 B £17.00
Mineral loveliness with a little more,
just, something about it. Sicily’s
best grape variety and a cracking
wine.
False Bay Chardonnay
South Africa
G £5.00 B £18.00
Un-oaked, textured, bright loveliness.
A wine which perfectly balances ‘come
get me’ fruitiness with elegance and
restraint.
Adobe Reserve Gewurztraminer
Chile
G:5.50 B £20.00
Come on, don’t be scared, this is a
wine to revel in, to indulge in, to
let your taste buds have a bit of a
workout. Organic Gewurztraminer from
one of the most forward thinking
producers in Chile. Aromatic, floral
and enticing on the nose, the palate
tones down some of the expected
richness in favour of a fresher
approach than its Alsace cousins.
Utterly, utterly delicious and terrific
with something just a little spicier.

Red:
Fauno
Spain
£4.75
Super
which

Grenache Shiraz Mourvedre
B £17.00
soft, approachable, quaffable Spanish red
will warm the cockles of your heart.

False Bay Old School Shiraz
South Africa
G £5.00 B £18.50
A full yet elegant Shiraz brimming with fresh lifted
berry fruit, bramble, cream, cassis and black cherry
flavours. Well structured and with a long, rich
finish.
Honore de Berticot Merlot
France
G: 5.50 B £20.00
A ripe, fresh, juicy, crunchy Merlot from the Cotes
du Duras region just south-east of Bordeaux. This is
a little frivolous joy of a wine with all the lovely
ripe, juicy plum fruit allowed to really shine.
Uncomplicated and joyful this is a wine which was
made for enjoying with food.
Roger Sabon Le Sabounnet
France
B £21.00
This wine is a little treat and a little different
too. It’s a multi vintage blend from one of the
best producers of Chateauneuf du Pape. This is
his everyday homage to that mighty wine and it’s
terrific. An earthy, rustic, fresh, flavour filled,
heart warming wonder of a drop. Great with something
nice and hearty.

Vignobles Brumont Gros Manseng
Sauvignon
France
B £23.00
This is an amazing wine from a
winemaker who is regarded as one of
the very best in the whole of France!
Using indigenous grapes it shows
just how good wines from the Gascogne
region can be. Spiky and fresh but
rich and complex too.

Domaine Andre Colonge Beaujolais Villages
France
B £23.00
There are few things more enjoyable than a really
good bottle of Beaujolais. The perfect accompaniment
to a steak or some duck or a plate of wonderfully
ripe cheese. Awash with black cherry, fruity
freshness and background notes of fresh rainfall on
slate with a sappy, juicy acidity which keeps the
palate perky.

Chateau la Bastide Corbieres Blanc
France
B £23.50
It may be getting a little colder
and the days are getting shorter but
you can still catch the last traces
of summer in this delightful wine.
I’d tell you the grape varieties but
that would just make things confusing
so just enjoy it’s purity of fruit
character and breezy freshness a
knockout wine.

False Bay Wild Yeast Rose
South Africa
G: 5.00 B:17.00
Using wild yeasts results in a slower fermentation
which then adds lovely layers of texture. That
silky mouthfeel is combined with delicate red fruit
flavours and little savoury notes to make a rose
which is crying out to be enjoyed with a plate of
olives and meats.

Rose:

Please check out our social media and brand
new website for up coming events and themed
eveings.
•
Local lamb weekend
•
Christams menu
•
New years

